
  
WELCOME TO YEAR 3! 

 

 
Your class teachers                                              

for the Spring Term are:  
 

Miss Holman, Miss Harris and Mrs Strain  
supported by Miss Begum and Miss Sultana 

YEAR 3 PUPILS… 
 

During your time in Year 3, we will   
expect you to: 

 

 Arrive at school and line up in the                       
playground before the bell rings at 
8.45am. 

 Always try your best. 

 Be kind and considerate to         
everyone. 

 Do your homework - hand it in every 
Tuesday - and practise the spellings 
in your log book. 

 Read regularly to an adult at home 
and complete your reading journal. 

 Look after your own things. 

 Make sure you wear the correct    
uniform with the appropriate       
footwear. 

 Bring your PE Kit in on Tuesdays. 
This must include a t-shirt, shorts or 
jogging bottoms and trainers. 

MUSIC We will be  learning how to read and 
write musical notation.  We also be improvising 
and performing our music and the genre is pop 
music.. 

P.E. P.E. will still be on a Tuesday this term. 
We will be developing our skills in dance and 
net and wall games including tennis. 

HISTORY & GEOGRAPHY We will be 
exploring rivers across the world and how they 
affect societies. We will also be studying     
Ancient Egypt investigating the Egyptian way 
of life, their achievements and legacy. 

I will be learning...  

RE This term we will be learning about  

Christianity and the life of Jesus. As part of 

this, we will be deepening our understanding of 

the importance of Easter for Christians.  

We are also expecting a visitor from St 
Anne’s Church, who will be talking about the 
importance of Easter for Christians. 

LITERACY  
Children will be focusing on Greek 

Myths and non-fiction this term.  We 

will be  immersing ourselves in the 

world of Greek mythology. We will be 

exploring a range of non-fiction texts. 

Please make sure your child is reading non fiction 

and fiction books at home. 

MATHEMATICS 

In Maths we will be learning about  

multiplication, division, money,     

statistics, length and perimeter. As 

well as continuing to improve our mental and  

written calculation strategies. We will also keep 

solving a range of exciting problems. 

ART & DT This term we will be developing 
our engineering skills by designing and        
creating a wooden maze, linked to our English 
topic.  We will also be designing and making 
pneumatic toys, exploring a range of levers, 
pulleys and hinges. 

PSHE We will be focusing on Health and well 
being friends as well as continuing our 
‘Philosophy for Children’ circle times, thinking 
about the choices we make.  

SCIENCE 
This term we will be investigating  

forces and movement. This will 

include finding out about        

magnets, springs and moving objects in 

the world around us. 

PASSPORTS 
We’ll be continuing to experience different   
passport activities linked to the curriculum.  
Please support your child at home to 
achieve some of the fun activities on 
this list.  This       includes things like 
learning to play a card game or a 
board game or painting a pebble. 
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P.E. KIT 

Shorts , T–shirt, plimsolls or 
trainers in a small bag -      
drawstring if possible. 

 

 

 
 

 

Please remember to label everything with  
your name – especially 

sweatshirts, PE kits and coats! 

What you will need … 

SCHOOL SHOES 
Plimsolls or lace-ups. Trainers 
can be worn, as long as they  
are completely black.   

A SCHOOL BOOK BAG 
 

Please try NOT to bring rucksacks or large 
bags to school - space is limited!  

Dear Parents & Carers... 
 
We want to make the transition’s as 
smooth as possible for your child. You 
can help them by: 
 

 Ensuring they have the correct uniform 
and all clothing is labelled with their 
name. 

 

 Encouraging your child to be more                    
independent. Please do not bring your 
child up to the classroom, leave them in 
the line with their teacher. Let them sort 
out their own items for school, such as 
lunchboxes, coats and shoes etc. 

 

 Listening to them read or asking them 
about the books they are reading and 
encouraging them to read every day. 

 

 Practising numeracy skills in a friendly 
and informal way – number games,   
mental arithmetic and table facts. 

 

 Encouraging and supporting them to do 
their homework by themselves.           
Remember - it is their homework, not 
yours. 

 
If you have any questions or if you or 

your child have any worries — no   
matter how small — please just come 

and let us know! 

 
Alternatively, you can request for a  
telephone conversation with your 

child’s class teacher if you have any 
concerns. This can be done by calling 
the school office or sending an email 

to : 
admin@cyriljackson.towerhamlets.sch.uk  

       


